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Lincat OG8402 Opus 800 Gas Countertop Chargrill
900mm wide - 23.0 kW   View Product 

 Code : OG8402-

  
 50% OFF   Sale 

£9,324.00

£4,661.99 / exc vat
£5,594.39 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Day Delivery

 - Next Day Delivery - 49.99 + £49.99

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Embrace the unique power and versatility of the Opus
800 Five-Zone Gas Chargrill, which provides five heat
zones capable of maintaining different temperatures
on the same surface, allowing you to cook chicken
fillets only inches away from steaks.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 653 900 806

Cm 65.3 90 80.6

Inches
(approx)

25 35 31

 Five multiple heat zones capable of maintaining

different temperatures on the same surface, allowing

you to cook chicken fillets only inches away from

steaks. Individual zones can be turned off during quiet

periods.

 Highly powerful infra-red burners respond quicker

and heat faster than standard burners allowing you to

increase your output and achieve energy savings

 Heavy-duty cast iron branding grids with reversible

design, for uninterrupted cooking and self cleaning at

maximum power

 Flame failure protection

 Heavy duty radiant caps protect burners

Power Type : 22
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